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A-3771
Third Year B.C.A. (Sem. V) (CBCS) Examination

March / April -  2015 
Paper : 501 - PHP MYSQL

Time : 3 Hours] [Total Marks : 70
Instructions :

(2) Do not change options.
(3) Give appropriate example, when require.

1 Answer the following in brief: (Any Seven) 14
(i) Explain the terms 'Die' and 'Return'.
(ii) Discuss different ways (of commenting php code with 

example.
(iii) What is a difference between single quote (‘) and double 

quote (“) in php?
(iv) What is session?
(v) What are the different ways to parse the php code?
(vi) What is auto_append file in php .ini? Explain.
(vii) What is $_REQUEST? Explain with example.
(viii) What are static and global variables?

2 Answer the following (Any two): 14
(i) What are the different form controls to pass data from 

one webpage to other webpage? Explain with example.
(ii) What are the different control loops in PHP? Explain 

them with example.
(iii) How arrays are created in PHP? Discuss any three 

sorting functions of an array.
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(i) Write a script which shows interaction among PHP and 
MySQL.

(ii) Explain: (1) implodeo
(2) Global
(3) array—mergeo
(4) session-registero

(iii) Discuss different data types in PHP.

4 Answer the following (Any two) : 14
(i) Mention and explain steps to install PHP in windows 

and Apache server.
(ii) Discuss different types of tables in MySql.
(iii) Explain conditional structures in php.

5 Write a short note on following (Any two) : 14
(i) php .ini \ \
(ii) Cookies ( |X { y
(iii) Php Operators

. (( v l
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